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HELPING INDUSTRY VETERANS FOR NEARLY 80 YEARS.

ASK A PIONEER

Q1

I TRY SO HARD NOT TO COMPLAIN
ABOUT THINGS BUT SOMETIMES IT
JUST FEELS GOOD, IS THERE ANY
SCIENCE TO THIS OR AM I JUST LOOKING FOR A
WAY TO KEEP ON GRIPING?

A1

Complaining can be beneficial. It’s a great
way to vent your frustration, strengthen
your relationship with a friend, and
even spark a solution to a tough problem. But
complaining can be harmful as well.
One particular type of complaining, called
wallowing, is often viewed as self-indulgent and
harmful, but wallowing can help us to cope with
negative experiences. Research shows that merely
naming a feeling can help us to deal with it more
healthily. By putting frustrations into words,
complaining helps to process bad feelings.

1. Talk to your doctor before you go.
Get the following information from your doctor:
•A list of current medications
• Information about your existing health conditions
• Contact details for your doctor
2. Prevent Deep Vein Thrombosis.
DVT is a potentially life-threatening condition that
can happen when you sit for long periods of time
(like during a flight). DVT can affect all ages but the
older we are the more vigilant we should be about
preventing it.
Steps to prevent DVT include wearing compression
stockings, flexing muscles in your legs as you sit,
and taking frequent walks.
3. Protect against dehydration.
Did you know your body can lose as much 1-2 liters
of water during a 10-hour flight? And that’s just
sitting still. To prevent dehydration, always drink
plenty of water during long-haul flights!

The downside to complaining is that it can become
habitual and reinforce negativity around whatever
you’re complaining about.
The bottom line? Wallowing can be healthy in
small doses, just be careful not to wallow in your
wallowing.

Q2

MY FOLKS ARE IN THEIR LATE
SEVENTIES
AND
REALLY
LOVE
TO TRAVEL. I GET CONCERNED
SOMETIMES BUT DON’T WANT THEM TO STOP. DO
YOU HAVE ANY TIPS THAT I CAN SUGGEST?

A2

Our advice for your parents is the same
we would give everyone who travels but
for adults over seventy, it is a good idea
to pay attention to the following suggestions more
closely.
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TO

FOCUS
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REBUILDING MY LIFE ONE STEP AT A TIME
RATHER

THAN

TRYING

TO

FIX

EVERYTHING ON THE LIST ALL AT ONCE.
THE STRUCTURE AND ADVICE I RECEIVED
HAS HELPED ME TO STAY FOCUSED EVEN
WHEN THERE HAVE BEEN MORE BUMPS
ALONG THE WAY.

— PAF CLIENT
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HEALTHY
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U

When it comes to maintaining a healthy heart,
most people have heard that there are good and
bad types of cholesterol.
The bad kind is called LDL, and it’s the stuff that
causes congestion in your blood vessels and all
sorts of other problems.
HDL is the good kind of cholesterol. It can
actually help to reduce the amount of LDL in
your bloodstream and prevent heart disease.
So how do you get more of the good stuff? One
of the best ways is to eat a healthy diet including
foods like nuts, legumes, fatty fish, avocados,
fruits and berries, and green tea.
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EVERYTHING IS
FUNNY, AS LONG
AS IT’S HAPPENING
TO SOMEONE ELSE

–WILL ROGERS

A Kaiser Family Foundation survey shows that 30% of
working adults struggle with medical bills, and half of
Americans wouldn’t be able to pay an unexpected $500
medical bill.
If you’re one of the millions of people dealing with medical
bills you can’t pay, it might be possible to negotiate a lower
total.
Some of the most important things to keep in mind when
planning to negotiate a lower bill are to know the right
person to talk to, research costs before you go under the
knife, and offer to pay a smaller amount in cash.
It also doesn’t hurt to offer an honest explanation of
why you can’t pay as many doctors will take extenuating
circumstances into account.
Read more about how you can take charge over medical
debt here:
https://money.usnews.com/money/personal-finance/debt/
articles/how-to-get-help-paying-medical-bills

YOUR MONTHLY
COWPOKE JOKE
What happens to a frog’s car when it
breaks down?
It gets toad away.
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